Terminal & CMD, Voices, Functions & Arguments Review
As a terminal emulator, the application provides text-based access to the operating system, in contrast to the mostly graphical nature of the user experience of macOS and Windows.
say "hello world"

echo "hello world"|cscript "C:\Program Files\Jampal\ptts.vbs"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B-XwPjn9YY
tea -earlgrey -hot

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2IJdfxWtPM&spfreload=10
tea -earlGrey -hot

- function
- argument
- argument (boolean)
tea(earlGrey, hot)
say -v Bad hello

function  argument  argument

echo "hello world" | cscript "C:\Program Files\Jampa\ptts.vbs"

function  argument
echo "hello world"|cscript "C:\Program Files\Jampal\ptts.vbs"
We will be using the gTTS library to create speech in Python.

You can preview all the voices here: 
translate.google.com

I used a few hacks to hear the different voices:
Write a phrase in English
Pick another language
...and hit listen
or just type in sounds, translate and listen.
Homework: read this article—and pick a name and voice for your bot.